Since 1992, Harlsan Industries has manufactured drilling equipment with product quality, innovation and service at its core. Over that period we have continually invested in the latest manufacturing equipment, while implementing systems that guarantee outstanding quality products every time. Harlsan continues to deliver high performance products that meet and exceed the tough demands of the drilling industry worldwide.

You can find Harlsan customers operating drill rigs throughout Australia and the mining centres of the world. From Ghana in western Africa, across to Mexico, up to the major mining regions of Canada, or to Mongolia in the far east. Diverse global locations and exploration drilling go hand in hand. So, to all corners of the globe is where Harlsan provides the RC drilling equipment that keeps you drilling.

Our commitment to working directly with drillers, solving problems and providing the service which Harlsan is renowned for, has always remained our number one priority. But don’t take our word for it, talk to our customers and find out how Harlsan keeps you drilling.

"...Although we’re overseas I buy from HARLSAN because I know they bend over backwards to get us the gear. The two way communication is fantastic and I don’t hesitate to recommend HARLSAN to other drillers..."

"...The Customer Service is brilliant, we have incorporated HARLSAN part numbers into our system..."

At Harlsan, we have a clear understanding of the problems involved in maintaining drilling rigs at full production in remote and rugged sites.

Our years of experience in the industry ensure that you get exactly the products you need, and service you want, to keep those rigs at peak production.

Rig down-time means lost production and increased costs. We enable fast and easy reordering by combining a comprehensive part-numbering system coupled with computerised customer support systems. All designed to minimise time and effort from order placement through to product delivery.

THE HARLSAN SERVICE GUARANTEE

- The right gear, to the right place, right now
- Well engineered, quality equipment designed for rugged drilling situations
- Knowledgeable product and sales support to help you increase productivity
- Reliable lead times you can depend on

www.harlsan.com.au
WHATEVER YOUR RC DRILLING REQUIREMENTS
HARLSAN HAS A SOLUTION FOR YOU

Solutions like long-life, abrasion-resistant drill rods that utilise the latest robot welding technology. Or, Air Core Bits with a proven reputation in substantially increasing the metres you drill each day. Or, the new Harlsan Dig Out Sub with precision spiral arc hardfacing to increase drill hole directional accuracy and reduce drill string chatter.

With innovation as a focus we are constantly working with drillers to solve problems, while providing increased options like urethane seals. The Harlsan product range now includes Cubex Rods; and Diamond Subs in a variety of threads.

If you want quality equipment purpose-made to suit your RC drilling, Harlsan can supply it. We source and use premium steel from across the globe and stock a large inventory of high wear items like Hammer Tubes, Head Wear Tubes and Air Core Bits.

Whatever your needs – drilling threads, hose tails, adaptor subs, blow downs, deflector boxes or wear bends, contact us today and find out how Harlsan keeps you drilling.

...I've used HARLSAN air core bits for 15 years. The tungstens survive in ground where others fail and I can rely on HARLSAN for modifications to suit any drilling conditions...

...While drilling 360m deep RC precollars, we experienced problems with deviation of more than 5 degrees at end of hole. The HARLSAN Spiral Sub dramatically improved accuracy, enabling us to keep the holes within 1 - 2 degrees. The precision manufacturing gives an accurate diameter on the entire sub length that keeps holes on target and reduces drill string chatter...

www.harlsan.com.au
"In abrasive ground we depend on Harlsan quality for hammer tubes and high wear components. When it came to fitting out our new rig, Harlsan was the only choice for the new drill string."
So, no matter what the logistical challenge we will be there first with the products and solutions you require. Our customers know to expect quality RC drilling equipment, coupled with smooth, dependable security of supply. We are there to assist you, just as we assist customers like you every day. In many instances the equipment you require will be in stock, available for shipment. Just one phone call, fax or email will see immediate dispatch for the fastest delivery possible.

You can rely on HARLSAN to keep you drilling.